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Abstract
A limited snake in a graph is a maximal induced path. The smallest order of a limited
snake is determined for the cube graph and determined for the graph of the d-dimensional grid.
c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A limited snake of order n was introduced in [1] as a set of n nonoverlapping
congruent copies Si of a sphere S such that Si touches only Si−1 and Si+1 for 26i6n−1
and such that no other copy of S can touch S1 or Sn without further common points
with S1; : : : ; Sn. The problem to determine the smallest order n of a limited snake was
solved in [1] for d = 2. For other geometrical objects (triangles, squares and so on),
similar limited snakes are discussed in [2,4–6] where the concepts of neighborhood
and of forbidden touchings are varied appropriately. For translates of convex domains
a general result is proved in [3]. Here a limited snake in a graph G will be de;ned
as a maximal induced path. Let s(G) denote the order of the smallest limited snake
in G. For the complete graph Kn and for the cycle graph Cn we have s(Kn) = 2 and
s(Cn) = n − 1. In this note we discuss results for the cube graph Qd and for the
d-dimensional grid graph.
2. Cube graphs
The vertices of a cube graph Qd are interpreted as the origin O and the sums of
unit vectors e1; e2; : : : ; ed of the cartesian coordinate system.
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Theorem 1. s(Qd) = 2d− 1 for d¿2.
Proof: We describe a limited path to prove s(Qd)62d − 1. Starting at vertex e1 we
use the consecutive pairs of vertices ei + ei+1 and ei+1 for 16i6d − 1 to end up at
the last vertex ed (see Fig. 1 for 26d66). Since all neighbors of vertices e1 or ed are
adjacent to at least two vertices of the path, we have constructed a maximal induced
path of order 2d− 1.
For the lower bound s(Qd)¿2d − 1 it is suFcient to prove that an induced path
starting at any vertex of Qd, say at the origin O, needs at least 2d − 1 vertices such
that every neighbor of O has at least one neighbor of the path, that is, the neighbor
of O is blocked by a vertex of the path.
We can assume that O; e1; e1 + e2 are the ;rst three vertices. Only vertices ei + ej
can be used to block the remaining vertices e3; e4; : : : ; ed. Each vertex ei+ ej can block
at most two unblocked vertices, in particular, one vertex if the preceding two vertices
are of types ei + ej + ek , and ei + ek and two vertices if the preceding four vertices
are of types ei + ej + ek ; ei + ej + ek + el; ei + ek + el, and ek + el. Thus, at least two
vertices are needed to block a further vertex ei. Altogether we need at least 2(d−2)+3
vertices.
3. Grid graphs
We distinguish graphs Gd and G+d with vertices at points in R
d with integral and
nonnegative integral coordinates, respectively, and with edges between pairs of points
with distance 1.
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Theorem 2. s(G+d ) = 2d+ 3 for d¿2.
Proof: The vertex of degree d at the origin O is connected to the d vertices e1; e2; : : : ; ed.
With vertices e1 and ed as end vertices the sequence of vertices
e1; 2e1; 2e1 + e2;
e1 + ei + ei+1 + ed; e1 + ei+1 + ed; for 16i6d− 2;
e1 + ed−1 + 2ed; ed−1 + 2ed; 2ed; ed;
forms an induced path which blocks all neighbors of e1 and ed (see Fig. 2 for d=4).
The number 2d+ 3 of vertices is an upper bound.
For a lower bound, we estimate the numbers of edges in the diIerent directions
ei, 16i6d. The end vertices of the snake are in coordinate hyperplanes orthogonal
to direction ei at coordinates aei and bei with 06a6b. Since in the hyperplane at
(b+ 1)ei the neighbor of the end vertex at bei has to be blocked, there are two edges
in direction ei, from hyperplane bei to (b + 1)ei and back. Furthermore, there are
b − a edges between hyperplanes at aei and bei. Since the end vertices are neither
identical nor neighbors we have b − a¿1 for at least two directions or b − a¿2 for
at least one direction. Altogether there are at least 2d + 2 edges, that are, 2d + 3
vertices.
For the general d-grid Gd the degree of all vertices is 2d so that the order of a
smallest limited snake increases.
Theorem 3. s(G2) = 15; s(G3) = 17; and s(Gd) = 4d+ 3 for d¿4.
Proof: For d= 2 and d= 3 the upper bounds s(G2)615 and s(G3)617 follow from
Fig. 3. For d¿4 we construct an induced path of order 4d + 3 with end vertices
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O and e1 + e2 as follows:
O; −e1; −e1 − e2; −e1 − e2 − e3; −e2 − e3;
−ei−1 − ei + e1; −ei + e1; for 36i6d;
−ed + e1 + e3;
e1 + ei; e1 + ei + ei+1; for 36i6d− 1;
e1 + ed; 2e1 + ed; 2e1 + e2 + ed; 2e1 + 2e2 + ed;
2e1 + 2e2; e1 + 2e2; e1 + e2:
Since this path blocks all neighbors of O and those of e1 + e2, the upper bound
4d+ 3 is proved.
We get 4d+3 as lower bound if at least 4d+2 edges in the diIerent directions ei,
16i6d, are necessary. Again the end vertices are in coordinate hyperplanes orthogonal
to direction ei at coordinates aei and bei with a6b. To block in hyperplanes at (a−1)ei
and (b + 1)ei the neighbors of the end vertices we have to use at least 4 edges in
direction ei, that is, two times to go to a hyperplane and to come back. Since b−a¿1
for at least two directions, or b − a¿2 for at least one direction there are at least
4d+ 2 edges.
If we start for d = 2 at each of the end vertices then one of the ;rst three edges
forces in its direction an additional pair of edges which does not belong to the 4d+2
edges counted above. Thus we have 4 edges more, and altogether at least 15 vertices.
For d= 3 we have a= b for 0; 1 or 2 directions. In all three cases, we start from
both end vertices avoiding an additional pair of edges in any direction. After 5 edges
in all cases we cannot close the path with fewer than 6 further edges.
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